CNC Equestrian Committee
January 10, 2018

Stakeholder or public comments

Discussion: Option for Toll Brothers staging area location, Jurassic Gardens, top of Canoga. Dean describes discussion from last meeting. Odd shaped parcel, near freeway noise, adjacent to school. Parking access issues. Meeting place for rides. Keeping developers from building in that space.

Liason of Equestrians and Bike Riders Discussion.
Equine Advisory Committee – Lynn Brown, Jan will forward contact.
Equestrians governed by same traffic laws as autos... issues of bike path and equestrian path use.

Darlene – Is anyone still interested in Yuppie Trail improvement project?
Dean – Ron Rubine says that our committee should write up the needs and present. Estimate is $30,000-60,000.

Dean – scheduled clean-up for the trails. Discussion of filled trash bags on trails being picked up.

**MOTION** to approve minutes. **PASSED**.

**DOTH – April 22**

**Budget Clarifications** – in to DONE for approval. Budget is $3,800.
Crafts - Horse shoes are $3 per pair at Canoga Farrier.
Ted says he may get a better deal.
Dean – we need 150 shoes, and 150 stick horses.
Darlene – we should schedule DOTH craft assembling day.
Martina – my shop is a corp of volunteers that can help with the crafts. (Suggested using her shop to assemble stick horses).
Darlene – will get example stick horse for Martina.

**Advertising**
Anna – has old banners in garage.
Martina – Print Firm has great prices, and can help with design.
Jan – the banners need to be changed to show new location, and may need new ones.
Discussion about address of Ride On, and how to word the address so that community knows where to enter the property.
Dean – Flier to be revised to take note of new location and describe entry into the event.
Martina – let’s pull the banners from Anna’s garage, and change the details. Also, if there are artistic materials needed, I have a pool of material.
Poster Contest
Dorothy – will take care of ribbons.
Jan – Vendors, Exhibitors, and Participants get ribbons.
Dorothy – all classrooms get ribbons.
Martina – We can get prizes for the winners.
Dorothy – Categories of winners: (K-2) (3, 4, 5) (6, 7, 8), 1st, 2nd, 3rd place for each and overall
Dean – maybe an award for historic content, in addition to artistic?
Jan – can pick a best one overall, and a best historic.

Theme – A celebration of our horses in the history of Chatsworth.

Martina Contact info:
cell 818-469-8330
Work 818-960-2275
welovechatsworth@gmail.com

Dean – Discussion of history of Chatsworth Horses.
Martina – need to present this theme and famous horse photos to teachers as soon as possible
so that they can work it into the curriculum.
Dean – will give packets of pictures for schools.
Martina – Can Jerry come to the classroom? Or presentation at Ride On?
Dean – we can ask. Darlene to reach out to Jerry this week.

Ted - Santa Susana has hikes every Friday for students.

Would Jerry do a video specifically about the horses? It would preserve his knowledge and
relieve him of having him come out.
Martina – 130th Anniversary of Chatsworth, can this be incorporated into DOTH.

Martina – To recap – Darlene will talk to Jerry England, Dorothy will give contacts for schools,
will include 130th year in theme, Dean will give packet of horse pictures.

Vendors Coordination
Ellen – Talk to Linda Van der Valk from the Chatsworth Historical Society for more history.
Martina – Chatsworth Historical Society is having their Tea on the Sunday after DOTH, 4/29.
And invite them to have a table at DOTH.
Dean – Jerry England will have a booth at DOTH, his video can play on a monitor on a loop so
that people can see the poster contest and the theme for this year. Jerry can talk about horses
in Chatsworth and famous western movies.
**Exhibitors Coordination**


Ted – If we are going to be organized, we need Captains and teams.

Darlene – Staff Shirt or ribbons to identify volunteers.

Martina – let’s establish who we need on teams, and times to be there. Discussion of this.

Announcers – will have info from eventers.

**Captains**

Jan - Vendors, Traffic/ Parking
Dorothy, Anna - Crafts
Martina – Posters
Dean – Event Chair – will be stationed at Announcer Booth
Darlene – Eventers/ Performers, Ribbons
Trash - Ted
Food – Ellen and Dorothy pick up from Smart & Final
Announcer – Terry & Jack Cunningham
Program - Martina

Each team needs 2 communication runners, can be Key-Clubbers, or Cadets.

Parking – need 2 at Topanga, and 2 others. Jeff H. will help.

Jan – have to coordinate horses around Sheriff George’s Shoot out.
Dean – If allowed, plan is to have the shoot-out at the end of the event after all horses trailered in are off the property.
Martina – Ellen Zuckerman can be photographer. Jerry - horse photographer.

Dean – Idea of local horse trainers for an exhibit, and showcase them and farriers, vets, as much as possible between events. (5 minutes each to demonstrate and talk about their expertise).

Jan – have to have a runner who is lining up eventers and presenters.

Martina – Recognition during event - For those who helped victims of the fires...

Ted – Not enough public notification for DOTH in the past. Channel 5, 7 News, Radio Stations KRTH...will make a list.

Martina – CNC Constant Contact, Michael Preis, Facebook, Chamber.
Dean – Wayne Addelstein – will publicize for DOTH, sending a flier.
Martina – will do the program.